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INTRODUCTION

The conservation plan and baseline condition of

Clachtoll

The conservation works were undertaken at

Clachtol l in 201 1 on the basis of an Ancient

Monuments Grant Application supported with a

Methodology Report (below). These works represent

the initiation of a programme of conservation and

excavation at this site which is based on a

Conservation Management Plan, written in 2008.

In essence, the CMP identified the entrance area of

the broch as particularly problematic with some of its

elements in imminent danger of collapse. One of the

l intels, identified as L7 in Figure 3.1 , seemed to have

insecure footing in the passage’s eastern side wall

whilst the inner wall at first floor level (English

notation is used here, viz, ground floor, first floor,

etc) overhung the passage void and its exposed

faces revealed many broken stones (see Figures 3.2

& 3.3). An unhappy intervention in the entrance area

in 2001 , had secured one broken lintel (L4) but did

not fundamental ly resolve the instabil ity of the rest of

the entrance structure. The guard cell to the right of

the entrance[1 ] is corbelled, and its stabil ity could be

compromised by the removal of material from above

its outer margin. I t was not, and is not, actual ly

unstable, but its presence complicated the treatment

of the entrance area.

The entire broch wall has been lost to coastal

erosion on the west side (Figure 3.4) and the cross

sections cut raggedly through the wall are vulnerable

to continuing erosion by visitors scrambling up to the

wall head, in addition to ongoing coastal erosion. On

the south side of the broch a section of well bui lt wall

has been undermined allowing the bedding joints

between the wall stones to open up and to loss of

pinnings between them with an overal l loss of

structural integrity (Figure 3.5). Final ly, the outer wall

to the left of the entrance has collapsed outwards in

places, forming scree slopes up which scrambling

visitors gain access to the wall heads whilst adding

to the erosion of the broch (Figure 3.6). The

masonry in the outer wall face immediately left of the

triangular l intel stone (L1 ), over the entrance

opening, was in poor condition with loss of contact

between adjacent stones and a developing scree

slope of debris just 1 .8 m left of L1 , the triangular

l intel (Figure 3.7).

The interior of the broch was fi l led with large stones,

typical ly 60 cm or more in their longest dimension.

Some of these stones have lichen on their upper

surfaces but the majority do not, or have lichen on a

side face in the positions they now occupy. I t is

argued that this is evidence for recent movement of

stone within the interior and similar evidence shows

that the inner wall head has been ‘rebuilt’ from time

to time by visitors to the site. The outer environs of

the monument are buried under large stones to

depths ranging up to 3 m above the foundation

levels of the broch and these stones are assumed to

have come from the collapse of the broch structure.

A laser scan survey of the broch was prepared in

2008 and scan images as well as CAD drawings

derived from that survey are used in this report. A

three-dimensional representation of this data is

being prepared for public access on the project

website.

-----------------------
[1 ] Right and left descriptors are always views looking in through
the entrance and we have also used Euan Mackie’s practice of
using a clock face with the entrance at 6 o’clock, to describe
relative positions around the broch.
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The SMC application

Historic Assynt applied to Historic Scotland for SMC

to undertake works under the auspices of an Ancient

Monuments Grant in the areas labelled Area 1 to

Area 4 in Figure 3.8 of this report. Three separate

documents contributed to the formulation of the

programme of works final ly agreed with HS. The first

of these was a ‘Proposal for Conservation’ (AOC

201 0), which was prepared for, and at the request of

Historic Assynt (HA), a local community group with

considerable experience of managing the heritage of

the Assynt area. This report was presented in March

201 0). Fol lowing detai led discussions between HA,

AOC and HS, a project specific report was produced

a year later entitled ‘Conservation Works: Method

Statement’ (AOC 201 1 ). This method statement was

issued in March 201 1 , in support of a formal SMC

application by Historic Assynt to Historic Scotland.

Historic Assynt were awarded an Ancient

Monuments Grant in March 201 1 , and work was

scheduled for August 201 1 .

The work programme

Whilst the works consented in the SMC are

described here as being in four discrete areas

(Figure 3.8) al l four are concerned with the entrance

passage at ground and first floor level and the

immediately adjacent wall fabric, including its guard

cells. In addition, works on the outer wall face east

of the entrance provided evidence suggestive of the

conclusion that the various problems in the entrance

area are probably associated with a single

catastrophic fai lure of the local fabric in this area in

the end of the first century BC.

Area 1 , External wall to the left of the entrance

Figures 9 show the entrance and the outer wall to its

left hand side. We had concluded that this outer wall

fabric is not original, mainly because of its poor build

quality. The stones in area 1 .1 are not uniformly in

the horizontal plane and the areas of contact

between adjacent stones is not maximised.

Furthermore, there is a sl ight outward bulge in the

surviving wall face at this point. There is no, or poor

contact between the pil lar of masonry left of L1 , and

the l intel itself and the masonry pil lar are not keyed

into the adjacent masonry. Nonetheless, it was

decided that this wallface had sufficient authenticity

to require that it should remain unaltered by

conservation works. Further left, in area 1 .2, the

external wall face and the wall core has been lost

and a slope of stone and sandy soil runs down from

the outer edge of the surviving top of the inner wall

(first floor level) to join the general debris slope

extending from the surviving outer edge of the outer

wall to the ground below (Figures 3.1 1 a, 3.1 1 b). The

absence of any support from Area 1 .2 to counteract

unresolved lateral forces from the entrance lintel and

the Area 1 .1 masonry has allowed the latter to

spread, over time, loosening and weakening the

masonry adjacent to the L1 l intel.

Work began with excavation into the debris slope in

Area 1 .2 which revealed a sloping mass of soil and

stone running downhil l from the disordered remains

of the inner face of the outer wall , at an angle of

approximately 40 degrees to the horizontal (Figure

3.1 0 & 3.1 1 a & b). Inwards from the inner wall face

Figure 3.1. Lintel L7: The east end of the lintel rests on the

passage side-wall with an overlap of c. 2 cm. the

significance of the chisel-shaped stone resting on its

further edge was not appreciated in 2009, when this

photograph was taken (see Figure 3.37). It is likely that the

large, spearhead-shaped splinter of stone trapped

between the lintel and the side wall actually derives from

the lintel.
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Figure 3.2: The east return of the inner wall at the supra-entrance stacked void; note poor quality of the build.

It is probable that this is a re-built wall segment and while it is not clear whether it dates to 2002 the

probability is that it is earlier, possibly a rebuild in antiquity.

Figure 3.3: The inner face of the inner wall at first floor level. The stonework left of the centre of this image is

in exceptionally poor condition and excavation of the wall terminal revealed that all but two stones were

fractured or crushed.
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of the outer wall , the space within which the gallery

existed was fi l led with a loose, unconsolidated sand

in its lower part (35 cm deep against the outer wall

and 53 cm deep against the inner wall). The upper

part of this deposit contained more building stone

and stone fragments, ultimately derived from the

decomposition of the inner wall structure above the

first floor level.

The extant outer wall in Area 1 .1 , right of and

immediately adjacent to this excavation, can be

seen in section in Figure 3.1 1 a & b. I t comprises a

near-vertical but inherently unstable frontage built

over and backing against a slope of collapsed

deposits which, at this level, contain many large

stones derived from the inner wallface and core of

the outer wall . The inner wall , which is sti l l

approximately in situ, can be seen in the section

drawing (Figure 3.1 1 a and 3.1 2) as sl ightly

disarranged but in Figure 3.1 3, it can be more

clearly seen to overhang its base, having been

pushed outwards by some massive force that curved

the vertical profi le of the surviving elements

outwards into the gallery space. The corresponding

courses of the outer wall have also been pushed

even further outwards and the displaced stones from

its inner wallface have been forced out and over the

location once occupied by its original outer wallface

and main body of the outer wall . The roughly in situ

courses of the inner wallface of the outer wall ,

revealed in the sectional profi les (Figure 3.1 3) step

progressively outwards in a curve reflective of the

forces that destroyed the broch wall in this area;

again this is more visible in Figure 3.1 3. Economy of

hypothesis and the conformity of the displacements

of the walls, wallfaces and wallface-stones observed

Figure 3.4: Clachtoll Plan from the 2008 survey
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Figure 3.5: The area ofexposed bedrock within the undercut on the south side of the broch

Figure 3.6: External Elevation ofArea 1.2, West of the entrance; Pre-Investigation (above) and Post-Investigation (below)
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Figure 3.7: Wall left of entrance before (above) and after (below) completion ofworks
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Figure 3.8: Areas of investigation

Figure 3.9 This photograph taken in 2009 shows the debris slope left of the entrance grassed over with several

large stones incorporated in the slope face.
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Figure 3.10: View ofArea 1.2 with the debris slope removed

Figure 3.11a (left) and 3.11b (right): The near vertical rebuild (in antiquity?) of the Area 1.2 outer wall’s outer wallface can be

seen here (in section, left, and photographically, right) backed against the downward sloping stones of the collapsed inner

wall face of the outer wall and parts of its similarly disarranged core. The net outward pressure has removed the wallface

closer to the camera weakening the wall and creating the debris slope.
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Figure 3.12 Scanned section through the broch wall at the position indicated above. The outer wall face survives in situ close

to B, its upper part having fallen outwards and probably having been robbed out as well. A shallow dip from which the wall

core is missing, lies south of the facing stone and further south again the steeply tilted inner wallface of the outer wall leans

out over its base. Close to A, the inner wallface of the inner wall is roughly vertical but its outer wall tilts strongly outwards.

Debris masked the floor of the intramural gallery when this scan was taken, but the gap between inner and outer walls is

clear, despite the damage and distortion to both.

Figure 3.13: Profiles through first floor walls to east of entrance.
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in the section suggest strongly that a single vector of

destruction created all the damage we can see here.

Excavation in the Gallery left of the entrance

crossing

We use the term ‘entrance crossing’ to refer to the

intersection of the space directly over the l intels of

the entrance passage (only part of which was

original ly fi l led with masonry) with the inter mural

gal lery. We use the term ‘inter-mural’ to describe the

galleries and cells at first floor level – and above –

because above the ground floor level there are two

walls. For galleries and cells at ground floor level we

continue to use the conventional ‘intra-mural’

because this is a single wall with internal structural

voids.

The sloping debris field of Area 1 .2 extends into the

space that once was the inter-mural gal lery at first

floor level. Loose, unconsolidated sand and sandy

soils were removed from this area to reveal the

condition of the masonry and to establish a level

footing from which consolidation could proceed. In

the southeast corner of the gallery thus revealed, a

single stone slab was encountered which extended

under the inner wall (Figure 3.1 4). Excavation was

halted at this level. The slab may be part of a paved

floor, although its isolation rather mil itates against

this. Alternatively, it may be a capstone of the left

hand guard cell and it was this latter possibi l ity that

discouraged us from further intervention in the

deposits in the gallery at this level. At the other end

of the gallery, adjacent to the entrance passage, the

sandy deposit gave way, progressively and

unevenly, to a gravely darker layer and we

recovered two conjoining potsherds from this level

(Figure 3.1 5). I t is probable that the tops of the

l intels over the passage mark the floor level of the

adjacent gal lery and we ceased excavation just

above this level in the gallery. Ful ly emptied, this

short stretch of gal lery gives clear evidence of the

net displacement of walls and the gross

displacement of masonry from those walls (Figure

3.1 3).

Recording and consolidating Area 1 .2

Having cleared the debris slope and the gallery infi l l

of approximately 0.75 cubic metres of soil and small

Figure 3.14: A large flat slab in the gallery underlying the

inner wall’s outer wall face. The stone has been carefully

dressed and its surface bears marks of surface dressing.

Its pocation suggests that it is a capstone of the east

Figure 3.15: Iron Age, broch period

pottery ofHebridean type
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stone, the profi le of the excavated areas was

surveyed by laser scanning. Before consolidation

began, a layer of black Terram geotexti le was laid

onto the exposed surfaces. From the horizontal

surface created in the outer wallface and wall core, a

new block of masonry was formed, 1 .781 m wide by

0.774 m high and extending up to 0.859 m back into

the wall structure. By direct reckoning this amounts

to a volume of 1 .2 cubic metres but the irregularity of

the cavity, as measured by scanning reduces this

estimate to 1 .03 cubic metres. In total, some 1 .46

cubic metres of masonry was built into this area over

Terram sheeting. The design functions of this block

of masonry include:

i) Revetment to the masonry left of, and

abutting the triangular l intel at the entrance

ii) Revetment of the ground floor masonry

exposed in the erosion slope

ii i) Revetment of the inner wall and the inter

mural gal lery at first floor level above the erosion

slope

iv) Prevention, or significant l imiting of, erosion

by persons scrambling up the erosion slope

v) Prevention of the loss of further stones from

the wall heads above and to either side of the newly

built block.

Each stone in the new masonry block has had, or

wil l have, two 5 mm diameter holes dri l led c 1 0 mm

into its exposed surface. At present, each stone that

l ies adjacent to in situ stones has been dri l led so

that the outl ine of the new build is clearly

discernable. The paired holes are, even now, not

particularly noticeable from one metre away and with

time and weathering wil l be less so, to the casual

observer. However, to the informed visitor, or careful

observer, the distinction between original (and

authentic) material and the material introduced in

our conservation work wil l remain easily discernable.

The wallhead of the adjacent in situ outer wall and of

the Area 1 .2 block has been covered in soil (Figure

3.1 6), and in the spring, with the return of favourable

conditions, this surface was turfed-over by members

of Historic Assynt, to provide an additional measure

of protection to the wall head masonry.

AREA 2, the top of the RHS Guard Cell and the

Gallery right of the entrance passage

Excavation of the first floor intra mural gallery right of

the entrance passage

Excavation of the gallery space to the west of the

entrance passage revealed the corresponding inner

and outer first floor walls of the broch (Figure 3.1 7),

with some additional detai l indicative of a l intel

pocket which is discussed below (see Area 3). The

inner wall was in relatively good condition, certainly

when compared with its corresponding wall end to

the left of the passage (Area 4, below). The inner

wallface of the outer wall was similarly in relatively

good condition. The intramural gal lery on this side

intersected the top of the guard cell at a point

approximately 1 m left of the sidewall of the entrance

passage. The structure of the guard cell ’s roof

projects some 80 cms above the putative floor level

of the gallery. Sufficient stonework survived at the

intersection of gal lery and cell-roof structure to

suggest that the gallery had been closed off at this

point (See Figure 3.1 6, 3.1 8) with a curving wall

made of small stones and probably sl ightly

corbelled. As with the east gal lery, the gallery floor in

this, west, side was excavated to the level of the

passage lintels. No artefactual materials were

recovered.

Our concerns about the threat our work could pose

to the stabil ity of the west guard cell were allayed by

the discovery that its corbell ing was of a type we

now call ‘stair-cupboard corbell ing’. This is achieved

by building two paral lel (or concentric) and near

vertical walls up the stepped ends of which corbel

stones are lain, l ike contiguous, overlapping treads

on a stair. These stones are corbels in the sense

that each oversails the one beneath it but the whole

rel ies for its stabil ity not only on a balancing act

performed by the canti lever effect of the mass of
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Figure 3.16: The upper image represents the final configuration of the wall west of the entrance passage

at first floor level and also displays the faux-scarcement constructed over the fragile remains of the

underlying wallhead scarcement: each stone marked with a pair of holes (see text). The lower image

displays the gallery and passage and surrounding wallheads. The paving over the secondary lintels is

visible at the crossing and soil (over stone infill) is visible in the east and west galleries and in the

interior.

masonry outwith the structure, but mainly on the

direct support of the paral lel/concentric walls (see

Figure 3.1 9). This arrangement is far less sensitive

to the removal of overburden that is a pure corbelled

cell . Measurements were taken of the three

dimensional positions of the main l intels and no

movement was observed in these when they were

checked throughout the project.

One of the capstones of the right hand gallery has

been removed (Figure 3.20) and debris, including a

dead sheep, has been deposited or fal len within it.

Local community members had placed heavy

stones, up to 50 kg in weight, over this opening but

these were regularly pushed aside and sometimes

thrown off the wallhead, probably by children, but

with resultant damage to masonry on the wallhead

(Figure 3.21 ). A new lintel was found to span the

opening and two holes were dri l led into its lower

face (visible from within the cell). Then a very large
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Figure 3.17: The west gallery. Note the stepped slabs of the ‘stair cupboard’ corbelling of the east guard cell and in the lower

view, the small stones on the RHS which are the vestigial remains ofa blocking wall across the gallery at the foot of the slope of

the revealed corbels (see also Figure 3.18).
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slab was placed over this and the outer end of this

slab was dri l led through and dowelled into the

original l intel beneath it on the west side of the

replacement l intel. The hole in the stone was 1 2mm

in diameter and 35 mm deep and the dowel was a

type 31 6 stainless steel threaded rod which was

then cut off level with the top of the dowel hole.

Terram geotexti le was lain over al l original surfaces

and further stones (30 to 50 kg each) were placed

over this repair: the level of the introduced stone

was fared off to the back of the outer wallface at

wall head level (Figure 3.22). This in turn was

covered in soil and turfed-over in the spring of 201 2.

Area 3, the entrance passage

Excavating to tops of lintels

Figure 3.24 shows the positions of the eight

surviving l intels relative to the horizontal plane. In

general they measure no more than 1 .25 m in length

and only just span the passage width; the length

resting on the passage wallheads is roughly 1 0 cm.

The passage sidewalls had not been corbelled

outwards to provide better support for them, as we

might have expected. However, corbell ing had been

deployed in the space between the outermost,

triangular l intel, L1 and L2 (Figure 26); the latter is a

massive stone set on edge and measuring 40 to 50

cm high by 30 to 35 cm thick. The gap between

these stones is only 20 to 25 cm wide front to back

and close to 1 m long, across the passage. The

corbell ing is neatly done and was probably

undertaken when both stones were already in their

current positions. The corbell ing projects above the

level of L2 and anny extension above this level is

now lost. I t would not be unreasonable to assume

that the function of this corbell ing was to deepen to

some 70 cm into the fabric of the outer wall , the

corbell ing effect of the triangular l intel, thereby

transposing some of the weight of the super-

incumbent masonry onto the solid broch walls on

either side of the passage, thus rel ieving the stress

on the l intels. The massiveness of L1 and L2 and the

load-bearing capacity of the corbell ing between

them suggest that the main weight of the outer wall ’s

outer wallface was carried primari ly on this

composite beam (Figure 3.25).

The lintels inwards of L2 have been placed in the

wall at varying heights to achieve a roughly level

upper surface. This is particularly clear at L5, which

is relatively massive at its mid section; albeit that it

thins somewhat to both ends. The size and the

positioning of L5 suggests that it marks the point at

which the inner wallface of the outer wall crossed

the passage (Figure 3.24). Observation of the

thickness of the outer wall , to left and right of the

passage, seems to indicate that the wallface

crossed the passage just over the northward edge of

L6, with its mass resting mainly on L5.

Figure 3.18: The west extension of the intra mural

gallery. Note lintel ends (L5, right, L6, left) at bottom,

foreground, and the very large slabs of the upper

shoulder and roofof the west guard cell. Note also the

vestigial remains ofa rounded end wall to this segment,

integrated with the guard cell’s slabs. We conclude that

this gallery was sealed off at the level of the front of the

guard cell structure.
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Figure 3.19 (left) ‘Stair-cupboard’ corbelling. Massive corbels rest, like steps ofa stair, on the stepped profile of the more or less

vertical side walls of the west guard cell. Figure 3.20 (right): The hole in the roofof the western guard cell caused by the removal

of at least one capstone/lintel

I f we assume that the l intels formed an

approximately continuous surface, we would need to

accept that at least two have not survived, resulting

in the gap, c. 55 cm wide, between L6 and L7.

Examination of the passage wallfaces at this gap

reveals clear evidence for one further l intel socket,

closer to L7 than L6 (Figures 3.24 and 3.26). By

‘l intel socket’ in this context we mean a clear

opening in the masonry of the walls, at the

appropriate level, constructed to house the end of a

l intel. The evidence for a second lintel close to L6 is

considerably more ambiguous.

Pre-excavation, a small deposit of soil and small

stones was to be seen overlying L7 and L8 which

might seem to suggest the continuation of the inner

wall across these lintels. However, it is absolutely

clear that the first floor level inner walls right and left

of the entrance have built returns and did not cross

L7/L8 (Figures 3.27). This suggests that the inner

wall has a ‘stacked void’ over the passage, which

acted as a rel ieving structure (see Figure 3.28 for a

comparable and better preserved feature at Dun

Telve broch).

The bronze armature

Excavation through unstructured rubble with patches

of clean sand revealed the upper surfaces of the

surviving l intels and, over L2-L6, a bronze armature

that was been inset in 2002. The armature had been

levelled by chisel l ing our a deep groove in the upper

surface of L2 and it rested directly or via eke-stones

onto L3, L4, L5 and L6. A strapwork of bronze flat

bar had been formed under L4 and this was

wrapped around L4 and bolted on to the armature

above the lintels, providing support for this broken
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Figure 3.22: Abandoning the concrete supporting lintels we

had planned on inserting, we used secondary stone lintels

resting on the existing stub wall and on a new stub wall

inserted in the appropriate space on the east side (over

terram).

Figure 3.23a (left) and 3.23b (right): The lintels and the bronze armature inserted in 2002. The disruption of the east side of the

lintel pocket is visible in the left (3.23a) view and the strapping and fracture in L4 is shown on the right. It is clear that the 2002

intervention bought time for a fuller remediation of the passage area. Note also that the crack visible in the underside of lintel L5

does not emerge on its upper surface.

Figure 3.21: Displaced and overhanging wall-head stones

near the top of the west guard cell.
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Figure 3.24: Elevations of the entrance passage, W-facing (above) and E-facing (below).
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Figure 3.25: Corbelling in the entrance passage between

lintels L1 and L2.

Figure 3.26: Lintel socket of last lintel north of lintel L7. The

small packing stones used to stabilise the lintel end in the

socket remain approximately in situ.

Figure 3.27: The west return of the inner wall at the supra-

entrance stacked void; note long and short quoins in edge

closest to camera.

Figure 3.28: Supra-entrance stacked void from Dun Telve,

Glenelg
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I t was clear from excavation that the visible crack in

the l intel did not extend transversely across the

whole stone. Rather, the damage was restricted to

an oblique fracture of the edge of the north east

corner and more than half of the l intel was sti l l

supported by the passageway wall and embedded

into the floor of the intra mural gal lery above. The

broken fragment was pinned in place by the weight

of the l intel.

The conservation brief developed on site was to

devise a method to support the l intel ensuring that it

maintains strength and durabil ity. The design, as

well as satisfying these criteria, should also ensure

compatibi l ity with the stone and structure, minimal

intervention, and reversibi l ity or re-treatabil ity.

Reversibi l ity is perhaps the most discussed principle

in conservation but is often the most difficult criterion

to satisfy. ‘Reversibi l ity’- both the concept and the

word- has now been restated as ‘re-treatabil ity’ ,

which is a more attainable form of the goal. Re-

treatabil ity implies irreversibi l ity of any given repair,

but that removing that repair should be possible

without significant damage to the monument.

The repair made was required to take cognisance of

the significance of the cultural property and to

redress the difficulties created by the insertion of the

pil lar in the first place. I t was important that the

Figure 3.29: The design of the support for L5 (right) and the final support in place (left): clearly identifiable as an artefact from

close up but less obviously so even from 60 cm away

l intel. In the passage beneath, further support had

been provided for L5 by dowell ing into its bottom

face a polished granitic stone (probably local

Syenite) pi l lar which rested on a column of small

stones. Settlement has allowed the latter to draw

down a little and away from the base of the pil lar

which was in fact suspended from the lintel it had

been designed to support. Fortunately, whilst the

split in this l intel crosses its base close to the left

hand passage wall it does not radiate vertical ly

through the l intel but runs diagonally to the adjacent

end, creating a splinter of stone that is held in place

by the weight of the l intel itself.

The conservation support for lintel L5

Pieta Greaves

Background

As discussed above, the polished granite pil lar

introduced in 2002 to support the L5 lintel was to be

removed as it no longer served its design function.

In addition it was an aesthetical ly dissonant

obstruction to movement in the entrance passage

and an impediment to access to the east guard cell .

The pil lar also occluded some of the original

architectural features of the passageway in some

views.
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support should not be visual ly intrusive at a viewing

distances of more than a few decimetres and should

not detract from the visual character of the stones in

such views. The support, properly implemented,

should amount to minimal intervention whilst

restoring the structural integrity of the stone in its

current function.

Given the unacceptable consequences of using a

pil lar, attention focussed first on the possibi l ity of

pinning (or dowell ing) the fracture. This is the most

commonly used solution after the insertion of

supporting pil lars. I t involves the separation of the

stone along the break, dri l l ing holes into the stone

and the fragment and inserting stainless steel pins

with adhesive into these holes. When slotted back

together the two fragments of the stone are secured

by the pins. This method was discounted here as the

fitted join between the two fragments of stone was

sti l l good and it was not certain that such a good fit

could be achieved after pinning. Further, whilst

conservators can insert pins with appropriate

thermal coefficients relative to the stone and use

acryl ic adhesives that can be re-dissolved, it is

impossible to un-dri l l a hole. Historic fabric would be

lost and this loss was considered unacceptable in

this case because an alternative presented itself.

I t was decided that the best and most appropriate

method in this instance would be to support the l intel

from below (see Figure 3.29). Like pinning, this

would al low for a connection to be made which is

referred to as a ‘load transfer mechanism’. Load

transfer lends tensile reinforcement through the

transfer of stresses from the broken fragments

through the new supporting element. The

acceptabil ity of this choice was influenced by the

fact that the fracture fol lows an oblique plane and

the unbroken part of the end of the l intel sti l l rests on

the passage wallhead and provides support for the

l intel and the overburden placed upon it.

Treatment

The L5 lintel is irregular in shape and this facil itated

the placement of the support structure between the

base of the l intel and the top of the passageway

wall .

The conservation procedure was as fol lows:

• A 20 cm x 40 cm marine grade steel plate

(sealed with Paraloid B72) was placed into the head

of the wall for about 20 cm (half of its length), directly

underneath the break in the l intel.

• Three stainless steel (grade 31 6) threaded rods

were then inserted above the plate to further

strengthen the load transfer mechanism.

• A thin layer of Paraloid B72 (20% w/v in acetone)

was applied to the underside of the stone with a

further thin sheet of glass fibre tissue attached to the

l intel; this was to act as a separating layer for the

resin

• A resin, HIT HY70, was then forced into al l the

gaps, essential ly providing a reinforcing gap-fi l l . The

resin chosen is flexible, strong and resistant to the

harsh, high-salt conditions that are experienced at

the site. With the separating layer as described

above the resin wil l firmly attach to the under surface

of the l intel but wil l not be absorbed into the body of

the stone. This resin is physical ly removable

although it has no known solvents at this time.

• Once the support was cured the entire steel

plate was further coated with resin, and coloured

and textured to blend in with its surroundings. This

blending was augmented by applying small amounts

of the decayed stone powder from the passageway

floor to the resin surface just prior to setting. This

had the effect of making the support look l ike a

stone. In this, AOC has adhered to the ’6 feet, 6

inches’ rule in conservation which means that the

addition is identifiable as not original from 6 inches

but from 6 feet it blends in with the surroundings.

Recording the passage

The floor of the passage contained many loose

stones most of which derived from the hole which

initial ly seems to have been dug down the inner face

of the broch in 2002, presumably for access to the

l intels but which is now kept open by people
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scrambling down its steep sides to access the rear

of the passage. The stones on the passage floor

were removed and the sandy soil of the passage

floor was dug into to provide a level footing for works

at its inner end (below). A 25cm strip of this modern

deposit was left in situ along each side of the

passage. Modern materials, plastic tags and sweet-

papers were recovered from throughout this deposit.

Once accessible, the elevations of the right and left

hand sides were recorded by hand (see Figures

3.24 a & b). These reveal some archaeological ly

important evidence but this can, in the main, await

the ful l publ ication of the site. Here it is sufficient to

point out that the scarcement ledge noted by Euan

Mackie, but since occluded, does in fact exist and is

produced by building the upper, inner wall some 35

cm on average, back from the innermost edge of the

ground floor masonry. Not recorded for health and

Safety reasons, but visible in Figure 3.30, the stones

of a possible additional inner wall face can clearly be

seen, built one stone thick against the inner face of

the ground floor broch wall . Viewed from above this

presented as the inner wallface of the lower wall but

the lack of bonding into the passage sidewall view

from within the passage seems to suggest

otherwise.

Clearance of the inner face of the inner wall at the

first floor level to the west of the passage (Figure

3.32, 3.33, 3.34) had also revealed the existence of

the scarcement ledge noted above. This was

surrounded by and abutted a massive deposit of

large structural stones and slabs that had fal len from

higher in the structure and that now forms as a

highly voided and heterogeneously orientated mass

of stones within the broch. Several of the stones in

the scarcement were broken and in one case the

stone whose fal l had apparently broken it was

observed at the current ground surface, but was

removed before its significance was appreciated.

The course of the scarcement was traced along the

surviving west wall face and across L8, the outer

strip of which forms part of it, and onto the left hand

side of the passage where it was only revealed over

a length of 60 cm. I t can also be detected at the

south side of the western break in the wall .

Figure 3.31: The supporting wall under lintel L8. The

possibility that this could also provide support for L7 was

considered but could not be achieved without partially

blocking the entrance to the east guard cell (left) and this

was not therefore attempted. In any event, this supporting

wall can only be a temporary measure and must be

removed when a better solution to the challenges ofL7

and, mainly, L8 has been decided.

Figure 3.30: The inner western corner of the passage

under L8 and L7. It is possible that an inner wallface, one

stone thick has been inserted under what was designed as

a scarcement ledge formed ofprotruding slabs, like that

immediately under L8.
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Figure 3.32: Plan of the scarcement.

Figure 3.33: Carbonised material on scarcement

slab. Note the voided nature of the surrounding

material

Figure 3.34: Crush fracturing at the east end of innermost lintel, L8, with damage

also to adjacent scarcement stone (bottom left of this picture)
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Upon excavation, it became clear that burnt deposits

were preserved along the scarcement surface in

irregular patches, virtual ly at the current ground level

(Figure 3.33). Samples of this burnt material were

retrieved for analysis and dating. All of the charcoal

fragments within the sample derive from small

diameter round-wood. The radiocarbon

determination returned an uncalibrated date of

2025±30 years bp. Calibrated, this indicates that the

wood sample dated had ceased growing at some

date between 1 1 1 calBC and 55 calAD with a

probabil ity of 95% (or between 53 calBC and

22calAD with a probabil ity of 66%: Figure 35). This

date can be described as implying the cutting of this

wood near the end of the first century BC. The

significance of this date for broch studies wil l be

considered elsewhere. I t is sufficient for this report to

note that this date places the associated activity

near the middle of the several chronologies currently

competing for attention in broch studies. As noted

above, the dated sample was preserved in and

beneath a phase of collapse from the broch wall and

this implies that under the rest of that col lapse within

the broch we should find structures, deposits and

the tools and equipment of daily l ife that were in the

broch when it col lapsed. The possibi l ity that we have

a genuine Iron Age broch interior, untrammelled by

later modification or admixture, offers a very

promising avenue for future research at Clachtol l

broch.

Supporting Lintel L8

The removal of the overlying debris revealed crush

fracturing to the east end of L8 (Figure 36) in a

position that left only 2 to 3 cm of the l intel resting on

the east passage wall . Clearly unstable, this

unanticipated problem was resolved in the field by

building a temporary stone wall across the inner end

of the passage (Figure 37). This had the added

advantage of facil itating the infi l l ing the hole left by

the 2002 works (Figure 6) and preventing unsafe

access to the passage from the broch interior.

Although the wall now directly supports the l intel, it is

anticipated that the wall wil l settle down somewhat

from contact with L8’s underside. Materials have

been provided to HA to allow them to pass heavy

gauge flexible polypropylene tubing through the

emerging gap and raise the ends of the tubing

above the top of L8. Into this tubing, l ime mortar wil l

be poured so that the flexible tube wil l fi l l up the

space under the l intel, providing support for it but not

adhering to it. We anticipate that this may be needed

as early as the summer of 201 2. I f necessary, this

treatment can be repeated, as required. However, it

is important to reiterate that this wall is a temporary

expedient and should be removed as soon as

circumstances allow.

Area 4, the inner wall, east of the entrance

passage at 1 st floor level

The inner wall terminal immediately east of the

entrance passage at first floor level was clearly

unstable and its stones were in very poor condition

with many clearly spl it or broken (Figure 3.36). I t

overhung the passage, above L7 and L8 and its

wallface within the gallery was becoming detached

from the core of the wall (Figure 3.37). Clearance of

the loose material resting on L7 and L8 only served

to magnify our concerns. The whole of the face

abutting the supra-entrance void on the east side

Figure 3.35: Calibrated radiocarbon date for the charcoal from

the scarcement. The date calibrates in the range 111 BC to 55

AD at the 2 sigma level of confidence.
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Figure 3.36: The inner face of the inner wall at first floor

level. The stonework left of the centre of this image is in

exceptionally poor condition and excavation of the wall

terminal revealed that all but two stones were fractured or

crushed.

Figure 3.37: The overhang of the east wall return over the passage above

lintels L7 and L8. The mass of this entire wallface is supported by the stone

wedged between L7 and L8, and this has forced L7 northwards (to the left,

in this image).

Figure 3.38 The angular block of stone wedged

between lintels L7 and L8.
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Figure 3.39 The east wall terminal before (above) and after (below) down-taking and reconsolidation. The numbered

stones indicate where whole, or more usually, fragments oforiginal stones were returned to approximately their

original positions.

had moved westward and the resulting overhanging

mass was supported on a single cube-l ike block that

had become wedged between L7 and L8 (Figures

3.37 & 3.38). This had, in turn, forced L7 northwards

and possibly caused or contributed to the loss of the

missing l intel/s. In addition, the removal of the upper

courses of the wall segment revealed that al l but two

of the structural stones in this volume of masonry

had been split, broken or crushed. I t had been our

intention to reposition as much of this stone as we

could, in resetting the wall but, whilst we have

deployed a significant number of its original

fragments (Figure 3.39), new stone simply had to be

introduced for the wall ’s stabil ity. The il lustration wil l ,

nonetheless, give evidence of our honest

endeavours to fulfi l our original plan.

The wall terminal, as discovered, had also been

displaced inwards, roughly northwards out from the

brochs centre, as it rose and this displacement is

matched by the far more dramatic displacement of

the elements of the adjacent outer wall (Figure

3.40). The scale and directionality of the damage

is interpreted as fol lows:

i) Mass of masonry, probably to the height of a

classic broch tower, became unstable and

teetered over the wall east of the entrance

passage.

i i) As it moved, its mass became concentrated

on a small footing, over the inner wall terminal

abutting the passage at first floor level and

generated forces locally sufficient to fracture most

of the stones in this masonry block.

i i i) The entire broch wall , i .e. inner and outer

walls at first floor and above, and the
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Modelling the Clachtoll entrance

Following the excavations and conservation at

Clachtol l , a ful l scale model of the entrance area

was laid out in the old quarry at Spittal and built to

1 st floor level (Figure 3.41 ). Built to circa 60 cm

high, the isolation of the masonry piers on either

side of the entrance becomes clear (Figure 3.42).

In Figure 28, the guard cell entrance lintel, the bar

hole for the door and the large stone on which the

entrance lintel sits are all at approximately the

same level. This was reflected in the model

building at Spittal (Figure 3.43) and of course, this

was the point at which the bar of the bar-hole

arrangement had to be fitted. The passage is too

narrow to allow of its introduction once the

building level rises above the top of the bar-hole.

The wall was then raised to the first floor level and

the passage lintels were inserted. Because these

are all of similar thickness, it was not necessary to

lay their bases at different levels, as was the case

at Clachtol l (Figure 3.44) to ensure a roughly level

upper surface. The experimental work at Spittal

required the forensic removal of a mass of dry-

stone built fabric to explore the rate at which this

might lead to macroscopic structural fai lure.

Despite a somewhat radical removal, the drystone

built fabric proved resistant to anything other than

local fai lure (Figure 3.45).

corresponding wallfaces at ground floor level leaned

over and fel l outwards. The upper parts of the

adjacent and opposed parts of the wall wil l have

fal len inwards, infi l l ing the broch interior with a loose

vacuous rubble. This event is dated to the end of the

first century BC.

iv) The plane along which the masonry was

severed cuts through the outer wall face of the outer

wall at the lowest surviving level and rises at an

angle of approx 40 degrees to the upper surface of

the inner wall at the first floor level.

v) The inner wall , at first floor level, and the inner

wallface of the lower wall beneath this were pulled

outwards and the core and outer face of the outer

wall was pulled away and lost in the debris slope

outwith the broch.

vi) Over the sloping debris, an outer wallface was

re-erected, probably including the re-seating of the

triangular l intel, L1 , but now with its original base set

roughly upright.

vi i) The gallery was infi l led, possibly to create a

two storey stone fort? I t may be speculated that this

is possible of Pictish date?

This scenario offers explanation of al l of the

observed difficulties experienced by the fabric of

Clachtol l Broch in the area of its entrance.

Figure 3.40 This illustrates the east gallery (looking westward) under excavation. It is clear that the inner wall on the

left has been forced forwards in its upper courses, whilst the outer wall’s inner wallface has been forced outwards to

form a loose masonry curve, displaced from its underpinnings.
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Figure 3.41 Setting out the footprint of the Clachtoll

entrance reconstruction at 1:1 scale

Figure 3.42 Isolated masonry piers during the

reconstruction model construction.

Figure 3.43 The first significant building level sees the

insertion of the guard-cell’s entrance lintel and the bar-hole

arrangement complete with bar.
Figure 3.44 The entrance passage lintels

Figure 3.45 Elasticity of the fabric and its ability to form bridging structures in the disturbed masonry precludes

the propagation ofmajor structural failures arising from strictly local stone removal (this experiment is ongoing).
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Conclusion

The conservation work in the entrance area of the

broch at Clachtol l should secure the monument’s

fabric around the entrance for many decades. The

work has resolved the immediate and most pressing

threat to the monument but it has not secured its

future and further conservation works are required.

Cultural archaeological remains were not the target

of the fieldwork described here, and indeed, every

effort was made to avoid disturbing in situ

archaeological deposits. Nonetheless, two sherds of

typical Hebridean broch period pottery were found in

the first floor gal lery. The radiocarbon date from

small dimension round-wood recovered from the

scarcement points to an Iron Age phase of

occupation in the use or reuse of the broch. At this

level in the debris of Hebridean brochs, we should

rather have anticipated a much later, possibly

Pictish date for post-primary broch reuse. The

date is therefore significant because it implies, as

noted, the survival of Iron Age deposits within the

broch. I t is also significant for the first hint that the

mezzanine flooring resting on the scarcement may

have used wattle screens for flooring, if not for

structural members.
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ARTEFACTS

Andrew Heald

Pottery

Three pottery sherds, two of which join, were

recovered during the excavations at Clachtol l broch,

al l from the upper gallery broch deposits.

SF 2 Two sherds which join to make one body

sherd. Coil-made. Decorated with an applied rondel

motif. Linear impressions on the clay made with

either with organic material , possibly grass or a

brush, or a comb. The use of combing, although

often believed to be a decorative device, was

probably used to cover up irregularities in the

surface and to smooth the outside surface. H:

54mm; W: 68mm; T: 4mm. Context F008W.

SF 2 Body sherd. H: 26mm; W: 28mm; T: 4mm.

Context F008W.

Creating wider discussions with a few pottery sherds

is notoriously difficult but has to be attempted. The

most extensive research into Scottish Iron Age

pottery has been carried out in the Western Isles, the

first recognisable typology being produced in 1 946

by Sir Lindsay Scott at Clettraval wheelhouse in

1 946. His work provided the basis for subsequent

typologies such as those of Young (1 955) at Dun

Cuier and Mackie (1 974) at Dun Mor Vaul (1 974).

These and subsequent typologies have shown a

long standing and continuous pottery craft in the

Western Isles dating back to the Neolithic (Young,

1 966, 48; Topping 1 985; Lane, 1 990; Armit, 1 991 ;

Campbell , 2002, 1 39) and has resulted in a good

Hebridean sequence (eg Campbell 2002).

Although numerous excavations have taken place

across the northern mainland and Northern Isles

there is sti l l no accepted sequence. There is a

particular dearth of understanding of the northern

mainland Iron Age sequence (Sutherland and

Caithness) with discussion usually relying on work at

Cnoc Stanger, Caithness (Mercer 1 996) and

Crosskirk, Caithness (Fairhurst 1 984).

In very simple terms discussion of decoration on

Atlantic Scottish Iron Age pottery often divides

assemblages between decorated (Western Isles)

and non-decorated (Northern Isles and Northern

Mainland). Whilst it is undoubtedly true that there is

far more decorated pottery from the Western Isles,

both in terms of styles, motifs and quantity, it is

misleading to say that there was no decorated

pottery from other areas. Although decoration is rare

from the northern fringes - for example at Howe,

Orkney it represents less than 1 % of the total

assemblage (Ross 1 994, 238) – it nonetheless

exists.

In terms of decorated sherds with applied rondels

(depressed boss where the tip of the thumb has

depressed the clay) such decoration is relatively rare

in Atlantic assemblages. However, close paral lels for

the Clachtol l example are the few sherds from the

broch levels at Howe, Orkney (SF 2635; ibid. , 243-4,

i l lus 1 47, SF 4388 ibid. , 255, i l lus 1 53); from pre-

broch phases at Crosskirk (Fairhurst 1 984, i l l is 62,

749) and at the aisled farmhouses at Allasdale,

Barra, and Foshigarry, Uist (Young 1 953,95, fig 8,

75, 76; Beverage & Callander 1 931 , 342 fig 24, 21 ).

Thus, the Clachtol l decoration can be paral leled

across Atlantic Scotland. Whether the few sherds

from non-Western Isles contexts suggests that the

type was less common, or perhaps even traded from

another area, remains open to conjecture.

As regards date, l ike much of the pottery from

Atlantic Scotland formulating chronological patterns

through a few sherds is notoriously difficult. Clearly,

the motif was used throughout the first half of the

first mil lennium AD, and it is possible the type was

used in the pre-broch period. Indeed, Ross (ibid. ,

250) suggests that the motif may have had early

origins as it has also been noted on Neolithic pottery

from Skara Brae (Childe 1 929, 1 90, fig 28, 1 ,2).

Metal

One iron object was recovered from Clachtol l ,

although it was a stray find. I t is wedge-shaped as is

best seen as a tool, perhaps used for spl itting rock.
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